
Lesson 4    Web1 

You will first need to create a new folder titled, “Lesson4” and save it inside your network folder.  Next, you 
will need to create a new web page file with the file name, “INDEX.htm”.  You can use your TEMPLATE and do 
a “SAVE AS” or you can just open GEDIT and start from scratch, whatever you are more comfortable with. 

Remember, that you never want to have spaces in your file names.  Then you need to create another new 
web page file, name this file, “Index_2.htm”.  Now you need to save some type of image file in your new 
Lesson 4 folder.  You should now have one new folder named, “Lesson 4” and 2 new web page files 
(Index.htm and Index_2.htm) and an image file all saved in your new Lesson 4 folder.  

Close everything out and open you new web page file (Index.htm).  View the source code so that you can edit 
the page.  Begin by titling you page Lesson 4 and change the background color from the default white.  Then 
after then open body tag enter some text i.e. (Lesson 4 and then YOUR NAME).  Below that add a horizontal 
rule.  Basically, we are still following the basic page layout that we have use on the past lessons.

Now, on to the NEW stuff…      all new items are highlighted in light gray

+ Marquee tag <marquee> 
   Attributes: BEHAVIOR=”scroll or slide or alternate” 

DIRECTION=”left or right or up or down” 
LOOP=”infinite or a #” 
SCROLLAMOUNT=”a #”

+ Body tag <body> 
   Attributes: BGCOLOR=”some color” 

LINK=”some color” 
ALINK=”some color” 
VLINK=”some color”

+ Image tag <img>
   Attributes: SRC=”files location” 

ALT=”description of image” 
BORDER=”some #” 
ALIGN=”top or center or bottom” 
HEIGHT=”some #” 
WIDTH=”some #”

+ Hyperlink tag  <a>
   Attributes:   HREF=”some file location”

+ Image tag <img>
   Attributes: SRC=”files location” 

ALT=”description of image” 
BORDER=”some #” 
ALIGN=”top or center or bottom” 
HEIGHT=”some #” 
WIDTH=”some #”


